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IMPORTANT:  of the 
packaging until you are satisfied with 

your purchase. . Please keep all 
cardboard until fully assembled.

DO NOT DISPOSE



Clean out the Pre-drilled Holes
You have brought a solid pine product. During the drilling 

process there may be sawdust still in the holes.

BEFORE you start assembly clear these holes with one of the 
bolts. Push the bolt through each hole, this will dislodge any 

sawdust or debris that could interfere with fixing the bed.

TOP TIPS - TOP TIPS
Read before you start assembly

NO YES

Locating the Dowel Rods
To keep the bed from rattling all the dowel holes have 
been slightly mis-drilled by a couple of mm. When you 
push parts together the dowels will straighten and pull 
together to ensure a tight fit. Whenever you locate a 

dowel on the hole NEVER push it all the way in, leave 
it so it is loose and can be aligned with the second 

locating hole. 
Push them all the way in and they will not line up.

GLUE SACHET INCLUDED
We have included a sachet of glue. 

THIS IS NOT TO BE USED with the dowel rods.

Open the sachet and empty into a plastic container.  
Whenever you connect a confirmat bolt (D) or a 

connector bolt (B) into a barrel bolt (c) dip the end of the 
bolt in the wood glue and screw in as normal. This will act 

as a lock tight and prevent the bolt from working loose. 

Applying a Finish to the Beds
The bed can be used in a natural form. However if you are 

applying a stain or finish we advise that you build the bed first. 
When you are happy with your purchase then put a sheet 

under the product and apply your stain/paint to the 
manufacturers recommendations.

NOTE: we are unable to accept the return, under any 
circumstance once a finish has been applied. By painting the 

bed you have deemed to accept the quality.

Chair and Table Legs 

Make sure the WHITE Mark is facing 
upwards when laid on the floor
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CUSTOMER CARE
We have checked all parts to ensure they are free of damage. However timber is a 

natural, living product. Occasionally timber can still be adjusting to humidity, for this 
reason a crack or stretch mark may appear after the product has been packaged.

Strictly Beds and Bunks however have a 
FREE PARTS REQUEST 

service in this unlikely event. You need to order a part please go to our FREE help desk 
www.strictlyhelpdesk.co.uk.

Assistance: help@strictlybedsandbunks.co.uk

Fixings

Packing Note: DCS1
Description Required

DESK 
Part DL - Table Leg LEFT 2

Part DR - Table Leg RIGHT 2

Part 1 - Top Short (410mm) Apron 2

Part 2-  Bottom Short (410mm) Apron 2

Part 3 - Top LONG (700mm) Apron 2

Part DT - MDF 12mm Grooved desk top 1

CHAIR
Part CBL - Chair back  LEFT leg 1

Part CBR - Chair back  Right leg 1

Part CFL - Chair front  LEFT leg 1

Part CFR - Chair front  Right leg 1

Part 4 Lower seat Apron (sides) 2

Part 7 Lower seat Apron (front/back) 2

Part 5 Middle Cross Rail 1

Part 6 Top Cross Rail 1

Part CS - MDF 12mm Chair seat base 1

Assemble Instructions and Fixing kit P 1



DL DR

Build The Desk Desk - Build The Two Ends

Place two table legs on the carpet, DL to your left and DR to your right. 
IMPORTANT, ensure the white markings are facing upwards and located at the 
top.  Position Part 1 with the groove facing you at the top. Position Part 2 at the 
bottom of the posts.

Inside bolt A (dowel) in each end of the these parts 1 and 2)and align with the 
dowel holes on each post.  Dip Bolt D into the glue and push the holes of each 
corner post ,two per post and tighten. Now repeat and build the second end.

Now Attach the Two Long Aprons and Desk Top

Now lay one end down, white markings facing 
you. Attach Part 2 as shown using fixings A and 
D, ensure the groove slot is at the top matching 
the ends. Slide the desk top in, again ensure 
the lip is at the bottom. Now attach the second 
end using bolts A and D
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Build The Chairs

Lay on the carpet part CBL to the left, CBR 
to the right. Ensure both the white chalk 
markings are facing front.

Now position parts 4 , 5 , and 7 as shown. 
Please ensure the groove on part 4 is facing 
upwards to the top. Now apply all the 
dowels (A). Now screw together using bolt 
D.

Now attach another two Part 4 to the 
left and right. Again ensure the 
Grooves are facing inwards and are 
located at the top.

Now slide the chair seat into the 
grooves of the panel. Please ensure , 
as with the desk the ticker part of the 
panel is facing upwards.

Lay on the carpet part CFL to the left, CFR to the right. 
Ensure both the white chalk markings are facing front.

Now position parts 7  as shown. Please ensure the 
groove on part 7 is facing upwards to the top. Now 
apply all the dowels (A). Now screw together using 
bolt D. Once built place on top and attach to complete 
the assembly.
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